NBC's Sander Vanocouer
next to Lecture
in the Student Union

The Student Union Lecture Committee will present Sander Vanocouer, a veteran broadcast journalist, in a mid-week appearance at the University Student Union which is scheduled for Monday, November 15. Vanocouer has been a member of NBC's４:30 news organization since early this year and has worked in positions in London, London, and New York. He has been a correspondent for NBC News in London, New York, and Washington, D.C., and has served as the staff of the Washington Post.

In his capacity as a journalist, Vanocouer has written about the state of the student press and the university, as well as the university's recent experience in dealing with student publications. The university president has been embroiled in a phase-out plan, and recent experience in dealing with student publications has been discussed.

The best way for a student news organization to survive, Vanocouer believes, is to establish a legal status separate from the university, thus ensuring financial independence and freedom from administrative censorship. The legal status of student publications, Vanocouer argues, is analogous to the status of other organizations on campus, such as the alumni association and the student government. The decision of many state-college administrators to impose financial restrictions on student publications is based on a misunderstanding of the legal status of student publications.

Vanocouer has written extensively about the legal status of student publications. His recent article, "New Proposal Raises Questions" published in the New York Times, discusses the recent decision of the Florida State University to grant student newspapers the status of independent organizations. Vanocouer argues that the decision is a landmark case and that such a status is necessary for the survival of student publications.

In conclusion, Vanocouer states that the legal status of student publications is essential for their survival and their ability to report the news freely and objectively. The university should grant student newspapers the status of independent organizations to ensure their survival and freedom from administrative censorship.
On your stereo, do cymbals still sound like cymbals?

Just bring in your amplifier, preamp, or receiver—regardless of age, make, or where you bought it. The Music or Audio Arts Program will find out for you.

And it won’t cost you a cent!

First, the expert program director will본 the stereo section of your receiver or $76 worth of precision sound equipment, “Do I know?” If you’re getting all the sound performance you paid for.

Then, the results will be plotted on a graph you can keep. You’ll also get an introduction to the exciting new field of professional sound analysis.

Your crosses-country record, if it’s only because I’m out of them.

Mark Mamuta

The COMMENT

Harper Film’s hasn’t carned the Warrens for a film. I’m sure the picture would go down as one of the most fantastic and, perhaps, of the century.

Black Magic is very popular, in its many areas. But in New England, there is even a registered religion in America known to most as The Church of Satan. Most good fortune carries the name of the Church of Satan, allegedly the Church’s founder, Anton LaVey, had a plan that the Warrens could do so well to stay on.” I wonder if the seminary that the Warrens allegedly have, really are at LaVey, or von, as some sort of actor portraying the Leader. This surely is a very common amongst a thriving search which matters to me the most. It would be so difficult for any student to read this book first before taking the proposed S.G.A. Constitution. What is the recognition they get; but if you can walk that distance let my people know that.

I believe that a person who says, “I read something,” is far better than someone who says, “I read something.”

Anybody can do something for his or her class without really caring.

I think it is about time that someone represents the class instead of being the claim.

v. P.

Editor

WHAT IS A PRESIDENT?

I do not believe that a President should be someone who works for the class, not against it. A President should be in one way who says “I read something.”

The football team deserves all the recognition they get; but if they think it’s rough to be a football player at B.S.C., stop and think of the average football team.

SNEA Questionnaire

Upon completing this questionnaire, please sign your name to the fact that you are a member. This card will be kept confidential and will be:

1. Are you now or have you, while attending B.S.C., taken a language class?
   a. Yes
   b. No
   c. I do not wish to answer

2. Do you feel that Langauge classes should be required for all B.A.
   a. Yes
   b. No
   c. I do not wish to answer

3. Would you like to determine what is acceptable as a S.A. President?
   a. Yes
   b. No

4. Do you think SNEA should take a stand on the Language Requirement issue?
   a. Yes
   b. No

5. A. Which did you do?  
   B. The SNEA stands for:

SNEA Questionnaire

NOVEMBER

PAY YOUR DUES!  

Please turn in all your SNEA affiliation slips to the SNEA office. As an added incentive you may receive a free tie!

FRESHMEN WED, NOV. 15

Voting both days 9-4 S.A. Lobby

FINANCIAL AID NEWS

First semester checks for N.D.S.I. and E.O.G. awards will be dispersed during the weeks of Nov. 13 - Nov. 30th 1972

Appointments may be made starting Monday, Nov. 6th 1972 in the FINANCE AREA OFFICE

Get In The Spirit of 76

VOTE SUE McNEIL S.G.A Delegate

Freshman Elections Mon, Nov. 13 S.J. Lobby 9-4

Mon., NOV. 13

REFERENDUM

on the proposed S.G.A. Constitution

Voting 9-4 in S.U Lobby
OBJECTIVISM
THE PHILOSOPHY OF AYN RAND
by David H. Coxin

The Objectivist concept of independence and individual freedom is the core of the philosophy of Ayn Rand. Rand's philosophy, known as Objectivism, is a form of individualism that emphasizes the importance of personal autonomy and the pursuit of one's own self-interest. The Objectivist movement, founded by Rand, aims to promote a value system that values individual liberty, rational self-interest, and the pursuit of one's own happiness. The philosophy is characterized by its strong emphasis on the importance of individual rights and the rejection of collectivism. Rand's works, including "The Fountainhead" and "Atlas Shrugged," are central texts of the Objectivist movement and have had a significant impact on contemporary thought and culture. The Objectivist approach to ethics is based on the idea that moral duties are derived from one's own self-interest and the pursuit of one's own happiness. The philosophy has been influential in a variety of fields, including economics, politics, and philosophy. However, it has also been a subject of controversy and criticism, and its impact on society and culture remains a topic of debate. The philosophy of Ayn Rand continues to be studied and debated by scholars and intellectuals alike, and its influence can still be seen in contemporary political and cultural discourse.
**CHICKEN EVERY THURS. & SAT.**

**AND SNACK BARS**

**ENJOY GRANTS DELICIOUS**

**COUNTRY FRIED CHICKEN DINNER**

**SATURDAYS — ALL YOU CAN EAT!**

- Back-home tasty country fried chicken
- Fried fish
- Baked potatoes
- Baked sweet potatoes
- Grilled steak salad dressing
- Roll and butter

**GRANTS SNACK BAR**

**GRANTS PLAZA**

**RTE. 18 BRIDGEWATER**

**NOSTALGIA WEEK**

Has anyone heard about Nostalgia Week to be held December 7th? Well upon your request, your student Government because you might want it for the week you will be away from campus which will be held on Friday December 7th. Then get ready for the "Nostalgia" morning when you will be a kid again with all the favorite activities on Sunday. Keep walking for the lag exercise to be held in the gymnasium throughout the week. Currents like telephone balloon stuffing, pull pop blowing, and bubbles in glass are also to be found during the Nostalgia Week Committee. Then on Thursday there will be the Flash Gordon film and also a feature by Buster Crabbe (Flash Gordon) on Friday, there will be a lift concert which end this with a little more pleasure, not you just on the members of the band. So save your Vittles and saucy shoes and get ready for further sign about Nostalgia Week.

**Arts and Crafts**

The Arts and Crafts Committee since the opening of the Student Union, the Arts and Crafts Committee has been organizing various types of activities. The Committee has given the students this opportunity in view of any work of craft which will be in it. Misses. Jennifer Louise Crabbe. Also, it has given the students a chance to display their own original works such as the Graphic Art (formed in co-operation with the Art Department).

We had in progress, as the first continuation of the semester, display of paintings by Louis Sylvis. His works are well known throughout the world. His paintings were displayed in museums throughout Europe. Nevertheless, he has also shown works of some of the students of Louis Sylvis. Last but not least we will have a display of art by students of this campus in connection with the Art Department and Library Shop in December. It is a very beginning of all this can accomplish with the help of the college community in connection with the College. We welcome suggestions from interested students to what they want to display or what they plan to display. Meetings are held on Wednesday mornings at 10 a.m. in the Student Center. This facility is for your enjoyment as well as your education. USE IT!

**Videotapes**

- A VIDEO TAPE ANNUAL!

The Student Union is offering an opportunity for all interested students to apply for membership in groups covering music and production in Video Taping for the U. C. D. A. Campus Television. Any interested students please meet in the Video Tape Subcommittee group at the Student Union, Sunday, Dec. 13 at 8:00 p.m. in the Seminar Room. If you are unable to attend this meeting and are still interested please fill out an application form which can be obtained in the Student Center. There will be a meeting of art Minors and the Department of Art on Thursday, November 29th at 3:30 p.m. in B-21 painting studios at Borden Hall. Art minors are strongly urged to attend as a variety of topics will be discussed, among which are:

- Course requirements
- Audition procedures
- Prerequisite
- Interdisciplinary study
- Program: Art

**Entertainment**

**Every Friday at 8:00 p.m.**

**Coffee House**

Trinity Church Basement Main St.

Take Rte. 18 in Bridgewater

Center just a few houses down on right
Cont. from page 1

transition for their paper, the Daily.

Our Coffee 

transition for their paper, the Daily.

Donation $1.50

Our Gas Is Good But

would be interested in babysitting

or in the Bridgewater

PLACE: NEW S.M.U. STUDENT UNION

Any student who lives on campus

Bldg('-water

for 8:00 class on Mon.,

Bridgewater

Place: NEW S.M.U. Student Union

Building Bulletin.

Exchanging English materiaL Must have fifty

bindings.) H. Kane in Scott Hall

绑lings. $110

(Originally $40. at Eastern

Pills as they dry on the sill, turning

red and pink and yellow

under the Christmas lights.

It is morning. A season for

those who drift in the non-stop

of birth, a concept too cruel

to conceive, the light purple and yellow

eyes of a stomach buried deep, craven

top up and grant us all that

with green teeth

It is really not the time to think

of this, the abundance rings high

fingers of chocolate cereal in mornings

tart and hard candies turning grey

At the waiting game we play for a book,

reduced to another to add to

the illness like too many sliced eggs

in the potato salad, the goo is thick.

More crisp broccoli at

the left offers

in the wotirlin game we play for

and hard candies turning grey

It is spring.

ugly green teeth snapping

in the library like too many sliced eggs

reduced to another to add to

the illness like too many sliced eggs

in the potato salad, the goo is thick.

It is really not the time to think

of this, the abundance rings high

fingers of chocolate cereal in mornings

tart and hard candies turning grey

At the waiting game we play for a book,

reduced to another to add to

the illness like too many sliced eggs

in the potato salad, the goo is thick.

More crisp broccoli at

the left offers

in the wotirlin game we play for

and hard candies turning grey

It is spring.
Women’s Volleyball trumps Fitchburg in first game

The women’s volleyball team was on the road Wednesday when they faced Fitchburg State. The Bridgewater State University women’s volleyball team has been practicing hard for a month now, and on that Wednesday, October 30, the team played their first game against Fitchburg State.

The match went on until 5:30 pm, and the Bridgewater State University women’s volleyball team came out with a 3-0 victory over Fitchburg State. The Bridgewater State University team played their first game against Fitchburg State on November 3, and the team won with a 3-0 victory.

BSC’s Answer to UCLA-USC Rivalry

Los Angeles has the crown jewel UCLA-USC rivalry. However, Bridgewater has the most coast’s answer in the form of an annual volleyball rivalry. The UCLA-USC rivalry tradition was begun in 1924. To the delight of both teams, the UCLA-USC rivalry has continued to thrive over the years.

Bridgewater's answer to UCLA-USC Rivalry

Bridgewater’s women’s volleyball team has been practicing hard for the upcoming match against UCLA-USC. The team has been working on their skills and strategies to ensure a victory against UCLA-USC. The team has been practicing hard for the past month, and the hard work seems to be paying off.

Women’s Table Tennis

The women’s table tennis team had a great win against Fitchburg State. The team came out with a 3-0 victory against Fitchburg State. The victory was the result of a hard-fought battle, with all three players scoring points.

A game room league series

The game room league series is back for the fall semester. The series is open to all students, and the league will be held every Thursday night from 7-9 pm in the game room. The league will be divided into two divisions, with each division consisting of 8 teams. The top 4 teams from each division will advance to the playoffs.

The game room league series is a great opportunity for students to come together and enjoy some friendly competition in a fun and relaxed environment. The league will feature a variety of games, including pool, ping pong, and more.
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Bears Overwhelmed at Worcester

Bridgewater State College dropped its final cross country meet this fall for the HHC season to Worcester State by a score of 25-60. The combined time of the top Bear and the second Bear was shorter than the top Worcester State runner's time by just two seconds.

The meet, which saw Bridgewater's record fall against 5 teams, comprised a record of 20:41. Coach Stan baño was impressed by the top Bear, additional talent lacking last year's event, and a hometown crowd setting the volume of boisterous cheers from the runners. The Worcester course is tough.

The one-mile hill in the course begins just short of the mile mark and continues for nearly 2 miles, providing opposite the Worcester Bear's opening, however, it wasn't enough to win the event. The longest the Worcester State runners fell in the afternoon, the nearest runner fell in the afternoon, the nearest runner fell in the afternoon, the nearest runner fell in the afternoon.

The Bears were simply "panting out" at the prospect of having to make such long strides. The Bears were simply "panting out" at the prospect of having to make such long strides. The Bears were simply "panting out" at the prospect of having to make such long strides. The Bears were simply "panting out" at the prospect of having to make such long strides.

by Lee Smith

Bears Lose 20-0 to Plattsburg

Marotta Leads BSC Team in MSCAC Meet

Bridgewater State College men's basketball and volleyball conference (MSCAC) competition and the Bears topped Worcester State 58-44 in the third game of the season. The Bears ended up with a win on their home court against Boston State College.

Bridgewater State College men's basketball and volleyball conference (MSCAC) competition and the Bears topped Worcester State 58-44 in the third game of the season. The Bears ended up with a win on their home court against Boston State College.

Never have before, and Ray Gardner, and Joe Plante. Saturday, November 30, 1972, 200 yards, 200 yards, 200 yards, 200 yards, 200 yards, 200 yards, 200 yards, 200 yards, 200 yards, 200 yards.

by Lee Smith

Weekend Wrap-Up

by Lee Smith

Games and Tournaments

All those who are involved in the Intramural Sports Teams, The New Schedule is now up!

Be sure to check on your next game and arrange a time to play

Bears Lose 20-0 to Plattsburg

Marotta Leads BSC Team in MSCAC Meet

Bridgewater State College won both the men's basketball and volleyball conference (MSCAC) competitions and the Bears topped Worcester State 58-44 in the third game of the season. The Bears ended up with a win on their home court against Boston State College.

Bridgewater State College won both the men's basketball and volleyball conference (MSCAC) competitions and the Bears topped Worcester State 58-44 in the third game of the season. The Bears ended up with a win on their home court against Boston State College.
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this week-

Sander Vancour At BSC
Warlock Scoffs Warrens
Cormier Discusses Objectivism
Nostalgia Week Coming Up
S.U. Movie Friday FREE
Cross Country Carrys 5-5 Record

PGE 1
PGE 2
PGE 3
PGE 4
PGE 5
PGE 7